All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Emotion words were regarded to be essential in describing one's own understanding of emotion experience \[[@pone.0143712.ref001]\], recognizing the emotion of faces \[[@pone.0143712.ref002]\] or voice \[[@pone.0143712.ref003]\], and identifying the mental states of targeted features in movie clips \[[@pone.0143712.ref004]\]. So children's emotion word comprehension (EWC) has always received a great deal of attention in developmental science \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]--[@pone.0143712.ref009]\]. Scientists constantly expected to understand the developmental changes of EWC in children from the very beginning. Some of them basically focused on basic emotion words (such as *happy*, *sad*, *angry*, *afraid*, *surprised*, and *disgusted*) \[[@pone.0143712.ref010]--[@pone.0143712.ref012]\], but others insightfully considered a broader range of emotion words (including basic and complex terms) \[[@pone.0143712.ref005], [@pone.0143712.ref008], [@pone.0143712.ref009]\]. For instance, Ridgeway and Waters used a list of 125 emotion words and tried to reveal the developmental changes in children aged 1.5--6 years old \[[@pone.0143712.ref009]\]. Baron-Cohen *et al*. suggested a much broader range of emotion words (*n* = 336) to understand the developmental trajectories of EWC in children and adolescents aged 4--16 years old \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\]. Additionally, they insightfully divided these 336 emotion words into 24 emotion categories and showed interestingly that EWC of different emotion category may generally have different development trajectories and different sensitive periods. However, previous reports focused on only English emotion vocabulary. In view of this, it is of interest to reveal the developmental trajectories of EWC (to Chinese emotion words) in Chinese children, as well as the cross-cultural difference of EWC in different languages (i.e., English V.S. Chinese). Additionally, valence of stimuli may have an effect on individual's emotion recognition \[[@pone.0143712.ref013]\], emotional experiences \[[@pone.0143712.ref014]\], emotion regulation \[[@pone.0143712.ref015], [@pone.0143712.ref016]\], and cognitive processing \[[@pone.0143712.ref017], [@pone.0143712.ref018]\], however, thus far, it still remains unknown if valence of emotion words may have an influence on EWC.

The research on empathy has attracted a large and growing amount of attention over the last two decades. There were some disagreements regarding to the operational definition of empathy, however, scientists (see \[[@pone.0143712.ref019]\] for a brief review) gradually agreed that empathy consists of three related but quite distinct aspects, including experience sharing, mentalizing and prosocial concern. Defects in both cognitive and affective empathy have been found in a variety of disorders, including autism spectrum disorders \[[@pone.0143712.ref020]--[@pone.0143712.ref022]\], schizophrenia \[[@pone.0143712.ref023], [@pone.0143712.ref024]\], bipolar disorder \[[@pone.0143712.ref023]\], obsessive-compulsive disorder \[[@pone.0143712.ref025]\], and so on. The relationships between empathy and social cognitive components were complex. Some researchers recently provided new insights into the understanding of relations among emotion comprehension, theory of mind (ToM), and empathy, and found interestingly that enhancing children's emotion understanding may facilitate both the development of ToM and the cognitive dimension of empathy. Additionally, previous researches significantly showed that empathy did not mediate the effect of age on children's understanding of emotions \[[@pone.0143712.ref001]\]. Therefore, based on observation above, it is of interest to detect whether EWC could mediate the effect of age on empathy.

Finding answers to the aforementioned questions has become the main motivation of the current study. In particular, the current research focused on revealing the developmental features of EWC in Chinese children, uncovering the influence of valence on EWC, and detecting the interaction mechanism between empathy and EWC. For those purposes, a Chinese emotion vocabulary was first constructed to estimate EWC of Chinese children (ages 2--13 years old). Then, the valence of each emotion word was evaluated using the standard 9-point scale approach \[[@pone.0143712.ref026], [@pone.0143712.ref027]\]. After that, the Chinese children's EWC and empathy were measured in terms of parental ratings. Finally, all data collected were statistically analyzed to reveal the influence of the valence of EWC, detect the relation between EWC and empathy by a mediation analysis method \[[@pone.0143712.ref028]\], and discuss the cross-cultural difference of children's EWC between China and UK to detect which culture would do better on EWC at which age groups.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

Ethics statement {#sec003}
----------------

The current research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Southeast University (located in Nanjing, Jiangsu, China). All subjects or their guardians were requested to sign the informed consent form to confirm that they knew the whole experimental procedure and agreed to have their data analyzed for scientific purposes. It should be noted that all data collected were analyzed and reported anonymously.

Participants {#sec004}
------------

188 native Chinese speakers (ages 2--13 years old) were recruited randomly from four public schools (one kindergarten and 3 elementary schools) in Nanjing, China, and their primary parents were requested to complete a series of surveys below. It should be remarked that families of participants had similar demographics such as education and socio-economic backgrounds. In addition, participants' parents were asked to answer if their child has ever been diagnosed with any psychiatric or neurologic disorder. In this way, it was further confirmed that none of the subjects had a history of psychiatry or neurology disorder. All participants were classified into 9 age groups (2--3, 4--5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12--13 years old). 17 subjects were excluded according to our exclusion criteria cited below. The total sample was thereby *n* = 171 (85 boys) with approximately equal numbers of boys and girls at each age group. There were *n* = 16 age 2--3 years old, *n* = 19 age 4--5 years old, *n* = 24 age 6 years old, *n* = 21 age 7 years old, *n* = 20 age 8 years old, *n* = 18 age 9 years old, *n* = 17 age 10 years old, *n* = 16 age 11 years old, and *n* = 20 age 12--13 years old.

Construction of Chinese emotion vocabulary (CEV) {#sec005}
------------------------------------------------

The CEV basically stemmed from the translation of Baron-Cohen's English Emotion Vocabulary (EEV) contained in a software called *Mind Reading* \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\] that was suggested to improve the emotional comprehension. Two professors of English (native Chinese speakers) and two professors (native Chinese speakers but English proficient) of development psychology were first requested to translate independently Baron-Cohen's EEV (including 412 emotion words) into Chinese. A translation-checking team with 19 persons (including 2 professors of development psychology, 10 master and 7 PhD students majoring in development psychology) then discussed the translation results and determined the final list of the CEV. It should be remarked that backward translation was not used in the current study because it was very difficult to keep the translation equivalence (see previous reports \[[@pone.0143712.ref029], [@pone.0143712.ref030]\] and discussion below for detailed information). The translation-checking team first found that Chinese counterparts of 142 English emotion words were completely consistent between translators and, more significantly, with the authorized Chinese Dictionaries. Those 142 Chinese words were thereby included in the CEV. The translation-checking team further verified that Chinese counterparts of 221 English emotion words were inconsistent between translators but each of them had similar Chinese meanings. For each of those 221 words, the translation-checking team discussed carefully the difference between translations of emotion words and finally chose the most appropriate translation according to four authorized Chinese dictionaries (i.e., *The Common Use Dictionary of Chinese*, *The Contemporary Chinese Dictionar*y, *The Modern Chinese Dictionary*, and *The Practical Chinese dictionary*) and three English-Chinese-bilingual Dictionaries (i.e., *Oxford English-Chinese Dictionary*, *Collins Learners' English-Chinese Dictionary*, and *Longman Active Study English-Chinese Dictionary*). In this way, those 221 words were then added in the CEV. Due to the language difference, the remaining 49 emotion words were discarded because their translations were difficult to be distinguished from the confirmed emotion word list or could not be understood by the translation-checking team. Based on the steps above, the CEV with 363 words was finally constructed. Two PhD students (native Chinese speakers but English proficient) were further asked to estimate independently whether the English-to-Chinese translation for the CEV is accurate or not (see **[S1 Data](#pone.0143712.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). [Table 1](#pone.0143712.t001){ref-type="table"} summarizes our results and shows that the kappa coefficient of agreement is 0.6218, indicating acceptable inter-rater agreement. It should be remarked that the CEV could be further classified into 24 categories according to the work of Baron-Cohen *et al*.\[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\]. [Table 2](#pone.0143712.t002){ref-type="table"} listed the total word number of each emotion category in the CEV.

10.1371/journal.pone.0143712.t001

###### The accuracy of the English-to-Chinese translation for the Chinese emotion vocabulary being measured with a Kappa agreement coefficient of 0.6218 between two referees, indicating acceptable inter-rater agreement.

![](pone.0143712.t001){#pone.0143712.t001g}

                      Referee No. 2         
  ------------------- --------------- ----- ----
  **Referee No. 1**   **Y**           305   10
                      **N**           19    29

10.1371/journal.pone.0143712.t002

###### Emotion categories and the total number of words in each category in Chinese emotion vocabulary.
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  Group    Category       Number   Group    Category     Number
  -------- -------------- -------- -------- ------------ --------
  **1**    Afraid         20       **13**   Liked        8
  **2**    Angry          20       **14**   Romantic     10
  **3**    Bored          16       **15**   Sad          30
  **4**    Bothered       7        **16**   Sneaky       10
  **5**    Disbelieving   8        **17**   Sorry        7
  **6**    Disgusted      3        **18**   Sure         19
  **7**    Excited        15       **19**   Surprised    8
  **8**    Fond           11       **20**   Thinking     8
  **9**    Happy          30       **21**   Touched      4
  **10**   Hurt           28       **22**   Unfriendly   45
  **11**   Interested     14       **23**   Unsure       20
  **12**   Kind           15       **24**   Wanting      7

Evaluation of EWC using CEV survey {#sec006}
----------------------------------

In the current study, a survey approach was used to estimate EWC of Chinese children aged 2--13 years old. For every word listed in the CEV, parents of each child participant were requested to evaluate whether their child *clearly understood*, *possibly understood* or *did not understand* its meaning. For each child participant, the total number of *clearly understood* items in parent-report was calculated as the score to evaluate EWC. A series of statistical tests were then conducted to analyze the change of EWC with the increase of age. Additionally, in order to control the quality of vocabulary survey, the final vocabulary checklist (see **[S1 Table](#pone.0143712.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**) actually contained 382 words including all words in the CEV (*n* = 363) and 19 words being selected randomly from the CEV as the lie-detecting items. This implies that those lie-detecting items (*n* = 19) would be evaluated twice. Those parent-reports with more than 7 lie-detecting items being evaluated inconsistently (i.e., evaluation agreement less than 12/19) were excluded in the current study. Based on this standard, 17 subjects were excluded in the current study.

Consistency of EWC evaluation between parent- and child self-report {#sec007}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

A pilot study was conducted to detect if there was a consistency between EWC measured by parent-report and child's self-report. For this purpose, 10 children (ages 12--13 years old, 6 boys) were recruited. Then, they and their parents were asked to complete the CEV survey independently. In this way, two EWC measures (i.e., self-report and parent-report were obtained to evaluate each child's EWC separately. Finally, the correlation between both EWC measures was calculated. If the correlation between both EWC measures was high enough, then it was reasonable to predict that the EWC measure using parental ratings might be valid.

Valence evaluation of emotion words {#sec008}
-----------------------------------

For each word in the CEV, we applied the standard valence evaluation method \[[@pone.0143712.ref026], [@pone.0143712.ref027]\] and asked 55 undergraduate and graduate students (28 males; mean age 22±2.6 years) to estimate its valence by 9-point scale starting from 1 point representing *Very Unpleasant* to 9 points representing *Very Pleasant*. By calculating statistically the scale scores of 55 participants (see **[S2 Data](#pone.0143712.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**), the CEV can be divided into three groups, i.e., *negative emotion group* containing those words with score lower than 3, *positive emotion group* containing those words with score higher than 6, and *neutral emotion group* containing those words remaining. Based on this criterion, it was found that *negative emotion group*, *positive emotion group*, and *neutral emotion group* included 243, 101 and 19 words, respectively.

Empathy evaluation {#sec009}
------------------

The Chinese version (translated by Meng-Chuan Lai & Chien-Gwo Chang, Department of Psychology, National Taiwan University) of Baron-Cohen's Children's version of Empathy Quotient (EQ-C) \[[@pone.0143712.ref020]\] was adopted to evaluate the empathy of each child participant. It should be noted that the Baron-Cohen's EQ-C included 27 statements associated with children's behavior in the daily life. For each statement, parents of each child participant were asked to choose the most appropriate response opinion from the four alternatives: *Definitely Agree*, *Slightly Agree*, *Slightly Disagree*, and *Definitely Disagree*, with each alternative being assigned a score according to the work of Baron-Cohen *et al*. \[[@pone.0143712.ref020]\]. The total score of all items (*n* = 27) was calculated as the measure of empathy.

Mediation analysis method {#sec010}
-------------------------

In order to uncover the relationships among age, EWC and empathy, a mediation model \[[@pone.0143712.ref028]\] was used to identify and explicate the mechanism that underlies an observed relationship between age and empathy via the inclusion of EWC. In particular, the bootstrapping procedures provided by Preacher and Hayes \[[@pone.0143712.ref028]\] were conducted to detect if the presumed mediation model above is correct. To test mediation, one in general should estimate the three following regression equations: i) regressing the mediator on the independent variable; ii) regressing the dependent variable on the independent variable; and iii) regressing the dependent variable on both the independent variable and on the mediator. If the hypothesis is incorrect, the results from the mediation analysis are likely of little value. Generally, there are two kinds of mediation variables, i.e., complete and partial ones. Complete mediation is the case in which independent variable no longer affects dependent variable after mediator variable has been controlled and so direct effect path (from independent variable to dependent variable) is zero. Partial mediation is the case in which the effect of independent variable on dependent variable is reduced but still exists when the mediator is introduced.

Results {#sec011}
=======

Development of EWC {#sec012}
------------------

All child participants' EWC were first estimated individually by the survey (see *[Material and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}*), and between-group differences were then analyzed statistically. [Fig 1](#pone.0143712.g001){ref-type="fig"} summarizes our results and illustrates the change of EWC with the increase of age for Chinese children aged 2--13 years old (see **[S3 Data](#pone.0143712.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). The first finding was that main effect of age on EWC was significant and EWC increased with age based on one-way ANOVA test result (***F*** = 45.643, ***p***\<0.001). By a Bonferroni post hoc multiple comparison between two neighboring age groups, it was further confirmed that: (i) EWC in 7-year-olds was higher than in 6-years-olds (*p* = 0.0014, one tailed *t*-test with Bonferroni correction); and (ii) EWC in 8-year-olds was higher than in 7-year-olds (*p* = 0.0035, one tailed *t*-test with Bonferroni correction). However, there was no significant difference in other pair-comparisons with Bonferroni correction (***p***\>0.0063). Those results suggested that age band 6--8 years old might be a sensitive development period for Chinese children's EWC.

![Number of emotion words understood by participants.\
The change of the number of emotion words understood by participants was shown with the increase of age for Chinese children aged 2--13 years old, where error bars correspond to the standard deviation and \* denotes the significant difference of emotion words understanding between two neighboring age bands (p\<0.0063).](pone.0143712.g001){#pone.0143712.g001}

It is clear from [Table 2](#pone.0143712.t002){ref-type="table"} that the CEV was classified into 24 emotion categories. We used the percentage of emotion words understood in each emotion category to evaluate the EWC of each emotion category. [Table 3](#pone.0143712.t003){ref-type="table"} summarizes our results and shows the development of EWC in each emotion word category for Chinese children ages 2--13 years old. Our results indicated that the main effect of age was significant and EWC increased with age for all emotion word categories (*p*\<0.001). By a Bonferroni post hoc multiple comparison between two neighboring age groups, it was further verified that: (i) EWC of category "touched" in age group 4--5 years old was higher than that in age group 2--3 years old (***p***\<0.0045, one tailed *t*-test with Bonferroni correction); (ii) EWC of categories "disbelieving", "happy", and "sneaky" in age group 6-year-olds was higher than that in age group 4--5 years old (***p***\<0.0052, one tailed *t*-test with Bonferroni correction); (iii) EWC of categories "afraid", "angry", "excited", "fond", "happy", "hurt", "interested", "kind", "sad", "thinking", "unfriendly", "unsure", and "wanting" in age group 7-year-olds was higher than that in age group 6-year-olds (***p***\<0.0061, one tailed *t*-test with Bonferroni correction); (iv) EWC of categories "bored", "disbelieving", "disgusted", "hurt", "interested", "sneaky", "surprised", "thinking", "touched", "unfriendly", and "unsure" in age group 8-year-olds was higher than that in age group 7-year-olds (***p***\<0.0054, one tailed *t*-test with Bonferroni correction); and (v) EWC of category "disgusted" in age group 10-year-olds was higher than that in age group 9-year-olds (***p*** = 0.0013, one tailed *t*-test with Bonferroni correction). However, there were no significant differences in the other pair-comparisons with Bonferroni correction (***p***\>0.0063). Remarkably, the number of emotion categories understood by participants in age band 6--8 years old was much higher than other age bands. Such a result supports again the finding that age band 6--8 years old might be a sensitive development period for Chinese children's EWC, even though significant differences were observed throughout 2--10 years old for Chinese children participated in the current study.

10.1371/journal.pone.0143712.t003

###### Percentage of words in each emotion category understood by participants in each age band.
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  Category       Age (Years)                                                           
  -------------- ------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Afraid         15.9%         18.7%   30.8%   49.5%   63.5%   71.1%   83.5%   84.1%   89.0%
  Angry          30.9%         41.1%   49.8%   67.4%   78.8%   78.6%   89.4%   90.3%   93.3%
  Bored          5.5%          8.2%    22.9%   36.3%   58.8%   66.0%   77.2%   80.5%   88.1%
  Bothered       18.8%         28.6%   36.3%   54.4%   66.4%   73.8%   86.6%   86.6%   88.6%
  Disbelieving   7.8%          12.5%   31.3%   48.2%   71.3%   76.4%   87.5%   85.9%   90.0%
  Disgusted      12.5%         12.3%   18.1%   28.6%   61.7%   50.0%   84.3%   81.3%   88.3%
  Excited        14.2%         21.4%   33.1%   48.6%   62.3%   68.9%   78.0%   83.3%   85.3%
  Fond           32.4%         40.7%   53.8%   70.6%   82.7%   85.9%   92.5%   93.8%   95.9%
  Happy          25.6%         33.7%   52.4%   70.6%   83.2%   87.0%   92.0%   93.3%   95.8%
  Hurt           12.7%         21.6%   25.3%   41.7%   62.0%   67.9%   82.1%   84.4%   87.1%
  Interested     19.2%         29.3%   38.1%   59.2%   79.6%   77.8%   90.3%   90.2%   94.3%
  Kind           29.6%         37.9%   53.6%   69.5%   83.3%   85.9%   91.4%   94.2%   94.7%
  Liked          24.2%         28.3%   43.2%   55.4%   70.0%   77.8%   89.0%   85.9%   91.3%
  Romantic       9.4%          13.2%   24.6%   40.0%   56.5%   58.9%   68.2%   79.4%   83.5%
  Sad            11.3%         15.8%   26.8%   44.4%   62.0%   67.2%   76.3%   81.3%   88.3%
  Sneaky         11.3%         16.8%   32.9%   44.8%   62.5%   66.1%   74.7%   76.9%   82.5%
  Sorry          20.5%         26.3%   36.9%   45.6%   69.3%   71.4%   86.6%   84.8%   93.6%
  Sure           12.5%         20.8%   34.6%   50.9%   70.8%   76.9%   86.1%   87.2%   93.2%
  Surprised      13.3%         17.1%   28.1%   41.1%   63.1%   65.3%   75.7%   78.1%   87.5%
  Thinking       10.9%         10.5%   25.0%   52.4%   75.6%   73.6%   88.2%   86.7%   91.3%
  Touched        6.3%          26.3%   33.3%   35.7%   62.5%   69.4%   76.5%   76.6%   90.0%
  Unfriendly     14.7%         23.2%   30.7%   44.9%   64.4%   71.0%   82.6%   86.0%   90.4%
  Unsure         10.6%         15.3%   26.7%   44.3%   65.0%   71.4%   82.1%   85.6%   90.3%
  Wanting        19.6%         23.3%   40.5%   66.0%   79.3%   76.2%   89.1%   93.8%   96.4%

Influence of valence on EWC {#sec013}
---------------------------

As mentioned above, the CEV (n = 363) was classified into three valence groups by the standard valence evaluation method, i.e., negative emotion group (*n* = 243), positive emotion group (*n* = 101), and neutral emotion group (*n* = 19). We used the percentage of emotion words understood in a valence group to evaluate the EWC of the valence group in Chinese children aged 2--13 years old. To better investigate developmental effects of the EWC of each valence group, we followed the suggestions of work \[[@pone.0143712.ref031]\] and regrouped all participants into 3 age bands, i.e., kindergarten band (K-band) (ages 2--6 years old), lower elementary school band (LES-band) (ages 7--9 years old), and higher elementary school band (HES-band) (ages 10--13 years old). [Fig 2](#pone.0143712.g002){ref-type="fig"} summarizes our results and shows the change of EWC of each valence group in the three age bands. A two-way 3\*3 ANOVA test was adopted to confirm that the main effect of age was significant (***F*** = 130.125, ***p***\<0.001). Specifically, EWC of children in HES-band was higher than that in LES-band and K-band (***p***\<0.001), and EWC of children in LES-band was higher than that in K-band (***p***\<0.001). Furthermore, EWC of positive emotion words was higher than that of negative or neutral ones (***p***\<0.001), and EWC of neutral emotion words was higher than that of negative ones (***p*** = 0.006).

![Children's understanding of positive, negative, and neutral emotion words in each age band.\
Error bars correspond to the standard deviation. \* and \*\*\* denote the significant difference of emotion words understanding between two neighboring age bands at the 0.05 level and 0.001 level, respectively.](pone.0143712.g002){#pone.0143712.g002}

Due to the strong interaction between age and valence (***F*** = 148.578, ***p***\<0.001), it was further confirmed that the EWC of positive emotion words in all age bands was higher than that of negative and neutral ones (***p***\<0.001), and the EWC of neutral emotion words in HES-band and LES-band was higher than that of negative ones (***p*** ~***LES***~\<0.001, ***p*** ~***HES***~ = 0.016). However, for children in K-band, there was no significance between EWC of neutral and negative emotion words (***p*** = 0.199).

Consistency of EWC evaluation between parent- and child self-report {#sec014}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Since parental ratings were potentially biased, EWC evaluation using parent-report was a limitation of the current study. Therefore, it was of value to confirm the validity of parent-report. For this purpose, the current study suggested a pilot approach (see [Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) to obtain two different EWC measures by collecting and analyzing self- and parent-reported data respectively (see **[S4 Data](#pone.0143712.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). It was confirmed interestingly that there was a strong correlation between self- and parent-report results (r = 0.898, *p*\<0.001). This indicated that the evaluation of EWC using parent-report was highly consistent with that using self-report (at least for the age 12--13 years old). This strongly supports the finding that the EWC measure using parental ratings might be valid.

Relationship between EWC and empathy {#sec015}
------------------------------------

In terms of survey using EQ-C (see [Material and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}), all child participants' empathy were estimated individually (see **[S4 Data](#pone.0143712.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**). In combination with EWC measure data, it was first verified that: i) there was actually a significant positive correlation between EWC and empathy (***r*** = 0.310, ***p***\<0.001); and ii) after controlling the age and gender factors, there was still a significant positive correlation between EWC and empathy (*partial* ***r*** = 0.278, ***p***\<0.001). Based on this observation, the mediation model method (see [Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) with the bootstrapping procedures provided by Preacher and Hayes \[[@pone.0143712.ref028]\] was then applied to investigate whether EWC could mediate the effect of age on empathy. [Fig 3](#pone.0143712.g003){ref-type="fig"} summarizes our results and shows the regression coefficients and their standard deviations (SDs) after controlling the effect of gender. It is clear from [Fig 3](#pone.0143712.g003){ref-type="fig"} that the direct effect of age on both empathy (b = 0.188, p\<0.05) and EWC (b = 0.797, ***p***\<0.001) was significant for Chinese children aged 2--13 years old; when the mediator EWC inserted into the equation, the effect of age was insignificant (b = -0.155, ***p***\>0.05) but the effect of EWC on empathy was significant (b = 0.431, ***p***\<0.001). This indicates that EWC could be considered as a complete mediator to predict empathy for Chinese children aged 2--13 years old.

![Mediation model describing the relationship among age, EWC and empathy.\
Path model showed Beta coefficients (Standard deviation, SD) after controlling gender in all regressions, with: (a) Beta coefficient (SD) without emotion word comprehension in the regression; and (b) Beta coefficient (SD) after controlling for emotion word comprehension in the regression. Note: \**p*\<0.05; \*\**p*\<0.01; \*\*\**p*\<0.001; *n*.*s*., no significance.](pone.0143712.g003){#pone.0143712.g003}

Cross-culture comparison {#sec016}
------------------------

As shown above, the CEV constructed was a Chinese version of Baron-Cohen's EEV that has been insightfully applied to reveal the development of EWC in populations aged 4--16 years old in UK \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\]. Therefore, it was of interest to compare the cross-cultural developmental difference of EWC in children. For this purpose, we first regrouped the data of the CEV survey and conducted statistical analysis according to the work \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\]. Tables [4](#pone.0143712.t004){ref-type="table"} and [5](#pone.0143712.t005){ref-type="table"} summarized our results and showed the change of EWC with the increase of age.

10.1371/journal.pone.0143712.t004

###### Percentage of words in each emotion category understood by at least 75% of all children in each age band.
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  Category       Age (Years)                     
  -------------- ------------- -------- -------- ---------
  Fond           27.27%        63.64%   90.91%   100.00%
  Angry          20.00%        50.00%   85.00%   90.00%
  Happy          16.67%        60.00%   86.67%   100.00%
  Sorry          14.29%        14.29%   57.14%   100.00%
  Kind           13.33%        53.33%   86.67%   100.00%
  Liked          12.50%        37.50%   75.00%   75.00%
  Sneaky         10.00%        40.00%   60.00%   50.00%
  Afraid         10.00%        25.00%   65.00%   90.00%
  Interested     7.14%         57.14%   85.71%   100.00%
  Sure           5.26%         31.58%   73.68%   94.74%
  Unfriendly     4.44%         24.44%   53.33%   82.22%
  Hurt           3.57%         17.86%   57.14%   85.71%
  Sad            3.33%         20.00%   46.67%   76.67%
  Wanting        0.00%         57.14%   85.71%   100.00%
  Bothered       0.00%         42.86%   57.14%   85.71%
  Unsure         0.00%         30.00%   65.00%   80.00%
  Excited        0.00%         26.67%   53.33%   80.00%
  Thinking       0.00%         25.00%   75.00%   87.50%
  Disbelieving   0.00%         25.00%   75.00%   87.50%
  Surprised      0.00%         25.00%   62.50%   75.00%
  Touched        0.00%         25.00%   25.00%   75.00%
  Romantic       0.00%         20.00%   40.00%   70.00%
  Bored          0.00%         18.75%   43.75%   68.75%
  Disgusted      0.00%         0.00%    0.00%    66.67%

10.1371/journal.pone.0143712.t005

###### Cross-cultural comparison of the development of EWC (evaluated by the number of emotion words understood).

It was verified that: i) EWC of children in the UK developed better than that in the China in the early childhood period (ages 4--6 years old) but worse in the middle childhood (ages 7--10 years old); and ii) there is no significant difference between EWC of children in the UK and that in the China in the late childhood (ages 11--12 years old).

![](pone.0143712.t005){#pone.0143712.t005g}

          Age (Years)                                                                                
  ------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  China   Number of participants                                          30       34       26       87
          Percentage of words understoodby at least 75% of participants   6.89%    33.33%   64.74%   85.40%
  UK      Number of participants                                          42       41       35       25
          Percentage of words understoodby at least 75% of participants   12.20%   26.19%   53.57%   86.31%

[Table 4](#pone.0143712.t004){ref-type="table"} showed the percentage of words in each emotion category understood by at least 75% of participants in each age band. By a cross-cultural comparison between the current study (see [Table 4](#pone.0143712.t004){ref-type="table"}) and the work \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\] of UK, it was verified that different emotion categories may generally have different developmental trajectories. For instance, children aged 4--6 years old in China may understand 12.5% words in the category "liked", but their counterparts in UK may have difficulties in understanding the meaning of emotion words in the category "liked"; children aged 4--6 years old in UK may understand 18.2% words in the category "thinking", but their counterparts in China may show difficulties in understanding the meaning of emotion words in the category "thinking". It was also confirmed that there was no significant between-group difference of EWC associated with category "disgusted". Such a result is consistent with previous report \[[@pone.0143712.ref032]\] and seems to support that the late appearance of "disgust" might have something to do with less cultural variability.

[Table 5](#pone.0143712.t005){ref-type="table"} illustrated the cross-cultural comparison of EWC of children aged 4--11 years old in China and that in UK. Results showed by Chi-square tests were as follows: (i) EWC (evaluated by the number of emotion words understood) of children ages 4--6 years old in China was significantly lower than that in UK (*χ* ^*2*^\[[@pone.0143712.ref001]\] = 5.765, ***p***\<0.05); (ii) EWC of children aged 7--8 years old in China was remarkably higher than that in UK (*χ* ^*2*^\[[@pone.0143712.ref001]\] = 4.247, ***p***\<0.05); (iii) EWC of children aged 9--10 years old in China was significantly higher than that in UK (*χ* ^*2*^\[[@pone.0143712.ref001]\] = 9.020, ***p***\<0.01); and (iv) There was no significant difference between EWC of children aged 11--12 years old in China and in UK (*χ* ^*2*^\[[@pone.0143712.ref001]\] = 0.119, ***p***\>0.05).

Discussion {#sec017}
==========

It was of value to understand children's EWC and its developmental trajectory due to its importance in different contexts in developmental science. However, since previous reports focused on only English emotion vocabulary, researchers thus far remained unclear as to the developmental trajectories of EWC (to Chinese emotion words) in Chinese children. Therefore, as the first aim of the current study, we expected to construct a Chinese emotion word vocabulary and then to collect normative data to document when different emotion terms are understood in development. [Fig 1](#pone.0143712.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#pone.0143712.t003){ref-type="table"} summarized our results and showed that EWC in Chinese children aged 2--13 years old may generally increase with age and there was a dramatic increase in the age band 6--8 years old. This supported that a sensitive period for the development of EWC in Chinese children was 6--8 year olds. Additionally, EWC of different emotion category may generally have different development trajectory and different sensitive period for Chinese children. These developmental features would be helpful to assess emotion-comprehension delays or deficits for clinical purposes in terms of EWC with respect to his/her reference population.

Valence of stimuli may influence not only emotional performance but also cognitive processing, including working memory \[[@pone.0143712.ref033]\], cognitive control \[[@pone.0143712.ref034]\], language \[[@pone.0143712.ref035]\], and decision making \[[@pone.0143712.ref017], [@pone.0143712.ref018]\]. However, it remained poorly understood if EWC to an emotion word could be affected by its valence. Therefore, the second aim of the current study was to investigate the influence of valence on EWC. [Fig 2](#pone.0143712.g002){ref-type="fig"} summarized our results and showed that children may generally have different EWC to emotion words with different valence. More precisely, it was confirmed that the EWC of positive emotion category in general developed better than of negative and neutral categories in Chinese children aged 2--13 years old. In addition, the disadvantage of EWC to negative emotion words over neutral ones was gradually observed with the increase of age, even though there was no significant difference between them from the very beginning. Therefore, our results seemed to support the development of EWC might have the inclination of loving the positive but alienating the negative for Chinese children. This advantage of positive emotion over negative emotion might be partially interpreted and supported by high operation performance for positive emotion. Typical results, for instance, included the following: i) pre-school children had a higher naming accuracy for positive facial expressions than negative ones \[[@pone.0143712.ref036]\], and ii) adults had a higher recognition accuracy for positive facial expressions than negative ones \[[@pone.0143712.ref037]\]. Additionally, as shown above, *negative emotion group* and *positive emotion group* included 243 and 101 words, respectively. This indicates that the emotion lexicon for negative emotion is much more elaborated and specific than for positive emotion and thereby children might have a higher risk to make mistakes during learning the knowledge of negative emotions \[[@pone.0143712.ref038], [@pone.0143712.ref039]\].

The research on empathy has attracted a large and growing amount of attention over the last two decades. It was considered as a major part of "emotional intelligence" \[[@pone.0143712.ref040]\] and recently was closely connected to the neurobiological discovery of "mirror neurons" \[[@pone.0143712.ref041]\]. However, the relationships among age, empathy and cognitive components were complex, and still remained poorly understood. Empathy was a multidimensional construct consisting of cognitive (inferring mental states) and emotional (empathic concern) components \[[@pone.0143712.ref019]--[@pone.0143712.ref025], [@pone.0143712.ref042]--[@pone.0143712.ref046]\]. It was clear that EWC could be considered as a fundamental component used to measure cognitive empathy, but it was still unknown whether there is a causal relationship between EWC and empathy. On the other hand, the development of empathy has been investigated \[[@pone.0143712.ref047]--[@pone.0143712.ref050]\]. In particular, some scientists showed interestingly that children aged 2 years old normally began to display the fundamental behaviors of empathy and to generate an emotional response corresponding with another person\'s emotional state \[[@pone.0143712.ref050]\]. Additionally, previous researches significantly showed \[[@pone.0143712.ref001]\] that empathy did not mediate the effect of age on children's understanding of emotions. Based on observation above, the third aim of the current study was thereby to detect whether EWC could completely, partially, or impossibly mediate the effect of age on empathy by the mediation model method (see [Materials and Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) with the bootstrapping procedures \[[@pone.0143712.ref028]\]. Our results remarkably showed that EWC could be considered as a complete mediator to predict empathy. However, one still could not infer the existence of the directional relationship between EWC and empathy from the current cross-sectional data. Future longitudinal research is necessary to further examine directionality of effects for the interrelations between age, EWC and empathy.

Mediation analysis has been widely used in developmental science, since it allowed interesting associations to be decomposed into components that reveal possible causal mechanisms. The underlying mediation models were useful for theory development and testing as well as for the identification of possible points of intervention in applied work. Statistical approaches to the analysis of mediation have been discussed extensively in the psychological literature. One particularly useful approach was the bootstrapping framework \[[@pone.0143712.ref028]\], which was of nonparametric identification and was an additional method advocated for testing mediation that did not impose the assumption of normality of the sampling distribution, and, more significantly, could be applied even when sample sizes were moderate or small, that is, in the range of 20--80 cases \[[@pone.0143712.ref051]\]. Although the bootstrapping was well-known to statisticians and has been incorporated as an option in structural equation modeling programs such as AMOS, it has only recently begun to appear in the general psychology literature \[[@pone.0143712.ref028]\]. The current study illustrated its power and did not require any statistical assumption about the data set for the inference of mediation.

A parent-report method was suggested to estimate EWC of children (ages 2--13 years old). This was clearly a limitation of the current study because parental reports might be culture-biased and it might be more reflective of their expectations rather than the children's actual level of capability \[[@pone.0143712.ref052]\]. Actually, previous researches reported that parents' attitude toward their children's success and failure were culture-biased and even would have an effect on children's academic achievements \[[@pone.0143712.ref053]--[@pone.0143712.ref055]\]. Therefore, in such circumstance, it seemed more reliable if an actual performance evaluation associated with confirmation of EWC was conducted independently in laboratory. However, such kind of test could not be suitable for a large-scale survey of comprehension like the current study. Fortunately, as mentioned by Baron-Cohen *et al*. \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\], some scientists verified that parent-report correlated well with actual performance measure of language comprehension. Additionally, the current study showed interestingly that there was a high correlation between self-reported and parent-reported data (r = 0.898, *p*\<0.001). This indicated that the evaluation of EWC using parent-report was highly consistent with that using self-report (at least for children ages 12--13 years old). This strongly supported the finding that the EWC measure reported by parents might be valid. It should be noted that since all developmental variables (i.e., EWC and empathy) used in the current research were reported by parents, the potentially cultural bias might have been adjusted in the mediation analysis.

The cross-cultural comparison results seemed to support the hypothesis that: (i) For the early childhood period (age band 4--6 years old), EWC of children in UK developed better than that in China; (ii) For the middle childhood period (age band 7--10 years old), EWC of children in China developed better than that in UK; and (iii) For the late childhood period (age band 11--12 years old), there was no significant difference of EWC between children in China and in UK. The hypothesis might reasonably be interpreted by the differences of language and educational systems between both nations. However, detailed analysis is beyond the scope of the current study and requires more subjects and a more serious cross-cultural design.

Previous researches discussed carefully the translation equivalence of emotion words between different languages, and clarified that even when best translations for emotion terms were available, they often anchored distinct conceptual contents \[[@pone.0143712.ref029], [@pone.0143712.ref030], [@pone.0143712.ref056], [@pone.0143712.ref057]\] and were definitely not the equivalent pairs \[[@pone.0143712.ref029], [@pone.0143712.ref056]\]. As a result, backward translation was not used in the current study. In addition, it would be of great value to reveal the developmental features of Chinese children's EWC by using emotion words list constructed directly from native Chinese daily-life dictionary, instead of the current version translated from English. However, in such circumstance, the cross-cultural comparison between different languages would become quite complex and difficult.

It has been widely accepted that there are only a small number of basic emotions that are recognized cross-culturally, but complex emotions usually are treated as being culture-specific. This view has been partially supported by the cross-cultural comparison between UK and China that children in UK developed better in understanding some kinds of emotions but more slowly in others during the early and middle childhood period. However, it was also verified interestingly that children in both nations showed almost the same developmental trajectories in understanding some kinds of emotions (e.g., category "disgusted" \[[@pone.0143712.ref005]\]). This seemed to hypothesize that some complex emotions could still be recognized cross-culturally or be less culture-specific. Further discussion deserves to be analyzed in detail in the future.

Conclusions {#sec018}
===========

Since previous reports focused on only English emotion vocabulary, this was the first time to systematically uncover the developmental trajectories of EWC (to Chinese emotion words) in Chinese children and reveal the cross-cultural difference between EWC of children in China and that in UK. In addition, the current study expected to: i) reveal the relationship between EWC and empathy, ii) detect whether valence of an emotion word had an influence on its EWC, and iii) discuss the consistency of EWC evaluation between parent- and child self-report. The main results of the current study included the following: i) a Chinese emotion vocabulary (*n* = 363) was constructed with the valence of each emotion word being evaluated; ii) EWC generally increased with age for Chinese children aged 2--13 years old, and there was a dramatic increase during 6--8 years old; iii) the development of EWC may have the inclination of loving the positive but alienating the negative for Chinese children; iv) EWC could completely mediate the effect of age on empathy for Chinese children; v) the evaluation of EWC using parental ratings might be valid because it was highly consistent with self-report data (at least for the ages 12--13 years old); and vi) EWC of children in UK developed better than Chinese counterparts during the early childhood period, then Chinese counterparts developed better during the middle childhood period, but, not surprisingly, there was no significant difference of EWC between both groups during the late childhood period. The data reported here may be used to reveal developmental features of EWC in Chinese children, detect the developmentally sensitive period for different Chinese emotion words, label emotions of Chinese experimental materials (including picture, text, voice, and movies), support cross-cultural comparison researches, and assess emotion-comprehension delays or deficits for clinical purposes in terms of emotion word comprehension with respect to his/her reference population.
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###### The original data of two referees used to measure the accuracy of the English-to-Chinese translation for the Chinese emotion vocabulary.

(XLS)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### The orginal data used to measure valence of Chinese emotion words in the CEV.

It was found that the CEV can be divided into three groups, i.e., negative emotion group containing those words with score lower than 3, positive emotion group containing those words with score higher than 6, and neutral emotion group containing those words remaining.

(SAV)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### The orginal data used to measure EWC and empathy of children participated, with EQi and Ti corresponding to the i-th question of empathy and CEV surveys, respectively.

(SAV)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### The orginal parent- and self-reported data used to measure independently EWC of children participated, with ID nA and nB corresponding to parent- and self-reported data of the n-th child, respecitively.

(SAV)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### The final checklist for the CEV survey used to measure EWC of Children.

(DOC)
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Click here for additional data file.
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